In this work, we bring to light a novel face recognition (FR) system based on modified shuffled frog leaping algorithm (MSFLA) blended to Gabor wavelets. This new approach operates straightly on feature extraction and selection stages by providing the most propitious Gabor representations of a face image. While many researchers are seeking to find better parameterisation for Gabor filters, we introduce our evolutionary MSFLA-Gabor prototype combined to support vector machine (SVM) classifier as a robust contribution in the face biometric field. Primarily, we start by highlighting the impressive quality insured by Gabor filters in salient point extraction. Next, we present the potential dynamism of metaheuristic MSFLA in enhancing feature selection as well as up grading SVM classifier performance. Then, our optimised MSFLA-Gabor-SVM algorithm is tested on three databases under varied facial expressions, illuminations and poses. The experimental results have shown higher recognition rates and lower computational complexity scores than previous techniques.
Introduction
Recently, multiple feature extraction techniques and various classification approaches have been developed in order to resolve FR difficulties such as pose variety, multi-expressions, illumination problems and occluded faces. Xiaoxing et al. (2006) brought the notion of separating geometric and textured data in 2D images where principal components analysis (PCA) was applied to extract local features from both texture and geometry eigen-spaces. Hyung-Soo and Daijin (2008) employed the idea of face modeling by the generation of active appearance model (AAM) and the appliance of temporal, structural and textural features. AAM was also implemented by Zahid et al. (2009) where expressive facial features were extracted from queried images and transformed into neutral facial features before applying the recognition process.
Another research achieved by Ping and Xi (2012) introduced complex wavelet transform (WCT) which is a powerful tool in pattern recognition that aims to insure good characterisation of an image structure by focusing on its specific regions. Guangtao and Zhanjie (2014) achieved extended sparse representation of 2D facial images by transforming 2D space into Fisherface space and classifying 2D data matrix using Fisherface features.
Also, Ali et al. (2015) implemented collaborative representation classification (CRC) to take out regional features from multi-pose sequences. Additionally, Xiaojun and Jie (2016) presented an advanced classification tool that tests minimum squared error (MSE) on multi-mirror images in addition to the original facial maps.
Feature extraction using Gabor filters applied to 2D images has increasingly emerged in the face authentication field. Because they simulate well facial structure and afford good viewpoint of 2D images, Gabor wavelets provide local feature vectors to the 2D classifiers in favor of FR as demonstrated in (Angel et al., 2010; Lin-Lin et al., 2005) . LinLin et al. (2007) presented general discriminant analysis (GDA) as a cooperative procedure to assist Gabor filters in exploring the spatial field additionally to the wavelet field.
James (2013) developed a robust FR method based on Gabor filtering and local binary decisions to boost feature matching and decrease false recognition. Also, Yong et al. (2016) proposed a multi-pose detection technique based on the combination of face features from both Gabor filters and local ternary patterns (LTP).
Inspired by the high efficiency of the Gabor system in extracting human facial features and challenged by the revolutionary advances in memetic algorithms, our proposed FR method exploits a novel metaheuristic optimisation on Gabor representations of face images to reach high accuracy rates during brief delays.
As a contribution, we establish a novel Gabor wavelet technique optimised using modified shuffled frog leaping algorithm (MSFLA). The main objective is to find the optimal facial features from the ultimate Gabor wavelets bank. At that point, optimal feature vectors are delivered to the support vector machine (SVM) classifier to identify whether or not the probe image is a positive match to the appropriate database. The flowchart of our adopted FR technique is communicated in Figure 1 . As this may be seen, our presented FR algorithm starts by preprocessing data by performing 2D image pretreatments such as graph normalisation and cropping for both the quest images and the training database. Next, our proposed MSFLA-Gabor optimised system is applied to produce optimal feature vectors holding the most meaningful and relevant information. Consequently, these ultimate feature vectors are delivered to the SVM framework in the favor of class separation. Conclusively, the FR result is made and the image is declared identified in the database or not. The rest of this current report is arranged as follows. Section 2 is a global presentation of the classical feature extraction using conventional Gabor filters. In Section 3, we introduce our main contribution by detailing the MSFLA theory and explaining how we adapt it to achieve feature selection. Section 4 details the design of MSFLA-Gabor-SVM to fit feature classification. The Section 5 provides the experimental results of our proposed FR approach and an interesting comparison with other publications. Finally, we summarise our work and se give our conclusions.
Conventional Gabor wavelets in FR
Recently, Gabor filters have rapidly and propitiously emanated in the face identification domain. This fact is justified by their success in facing distortions and extracting local features. Theoretically, Gabor wavelets are plane waves enfolded by an elliptical Gaussian. Every Gabor filter is constructed by applying certain frequency and orientation. The conventional Gabor filter is defined as follows: 
where χ 1 and χ 2 define a pixel coordinates in a bidimensional image, ξ = 2 -(μ + 2)/2 π and τ is a Gaussian size. The parameter μ presents the orientation of the Gabor filter and μ∈ [0, 4] . The parameter γ presents the frequency of the Gabor filter and γ∈ [0, 7] .
The main idea here is to vary orientation and frequency in order to obtain different Gabor filters which permit to construct a Gabor wavelet bank. As plotted in Figure 2 , we can see that for every orientation and scale, we produce an independent Gabor wavelet which allows to design the classic Gabor bank portrayed by its 40 filters. By achieving the convolution of our probe image and the bidimensional Gabor wavelets, we produce multiple real and imaginary bidimensional responses. In FR applications, only those real Gabor responses provide relevant and pertinent information for the feature extraction procedure. This is the reason that only real responses are kept and the imaginary Gabor responses are mostly dropped. Formally, classic Gabor bank is parameterised by fixing τ as a constant and adjusting both the frequency parameter and the orientation parameter within a specified range. An important issue dealing with the use of classic Gabor theory in FR is the huge number of the 2D image representations resulting from applying the conventional Gabor bank. This fact has an extensive impact on increasing the computational complexity of the face recognition process by decreasing the accuracy rate and rising the execution time.
Many researchers have studied the limitations of the Gabor filters in order to find optimal parametrisation and upgrade feature extraction. Gabor filters were promoted by Volker and Gerald (2002) ; they joined radial basis function (RBF) and restudied the efficiency of the Gabor wavelet coefficients. In addition to that, Tomaz and Michal (2005) proposed a multichannel Gabor filtration framework to extract texture features from 2D images. Also, Francesco and Antonio (2007) investigated the impact of Gabor wavelet parameters on texture classification. Furthermore, Xiaodong et al. (2009) performed Gabor dimension reduction by applying PCA and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) in order to facilitate feature extraction.
Essentially, our main purpose is to reduce the computational complexity caused by the application of the usual 40 Gabor filters to each 2D image. This means that for at least ten different expressions, poses and illuminations per subject, we obtain 400 Gabor representations. For a database of 100 subjects, the process leads to 40,000 Gabor representations. These facial representations provide us with pertinent data and relevant descriptors automatically delivered to the feature vectors. However, the voluminous data mass resulting from the multiple Gabor convolutions provokes high time consumption and excessive data redundancies. Therefore, we propose the appliance of our MSFLA optimisation in order to select only most relevant descriptors and reject redundant features, as rapid as possible.
MSFLA-Gabor contribution
Certainly, Gabor filters have emerged in pattern recognition because they are robust feature extractors. As a matter of fact, both quality and quantity of the Gabor wavelets are extremely influential on the feature detection step. Although the strong amount of facial features that classic Gabor bank could produce, it is overwhelming how a single Gabor filter can potentiality return precise and selective facial features. The task of reaching high accuracy results depends on optimizing the process of applying these Gabor wavelets. Thus, seeking for an optimal Gabor representation is ultimately important. In this work, we propose a memetic meta-heuristic technique that aims to find a global and optimal solution to the Gabor feature extractor. Designed as an improved SFLA memetic meta-heuristic algorithm (Deming and Xiuping, 2015; Muzaffar and Kevin, 2003) , MSFLA is determined to improve computational complexity by finding the optimal solution over the least delays. Anis et al. (2013) presented a novel medical resonance image (MRI) application based on the introduction of MSFLA algorithm in order to optimise brain image segmentation. The study showed the good results obtained by MSFLA algorithm to select the appropriate threshold for image segmentation. A second work related to MRI introduced by same author (Anis et al., 2014) presented a new textured feature selection method that uses MSFLA to generate upgraded Gabor features for classification tasks. Also, Anis et al. (2015) employed Improved MSFLA to assist image grayscale thresholding in local recognition.
As a first in FR, we introduce the use of MSFLA optimisation in facial feature selection and classification. Our goal is to seek an optimal meta-heuristic solution that permits to obtain best Gabor representations from the global Gabor facial maps. Thus, our MSFLA-Gabor optimisation system consists on convolving Gabor filter and 2D images in a manner to extract feature descriptors, then optimising these Gabor representations by developing MSFLA meta-heuristic process to select optimal facial feature.
The concept of our adopted MSFLA technique is to set up a certain number of virtual memplexes (sub-populations) containing each a given number of frogs (individuals). In the memetic evolution theory, these frogs are not seen as separate individuals in a food pursuit but they are defined as evolutionary memetic vectors. Considering a number m of virtual memplexes, each sub-population is formed by the same number f of individuals. The behaviour of memplexes during their pursuit is potentially independent which means that every memplex has its distinct and singular strategy. Nevertheless, these little virtual groups have to exchange local information to each other in furtherance of boosting competitiveness and improving solutions.
Thus, an adequate fitness function is established according to the main application in a manner to evaluate the performance of each sub-population (Anis et al., 2015; Gomez-Gonzalez et al., 2013) . Consequently, the global process built by the local pursuits and the shuffling steps persists until the ultimate stopping criterion is satisfied.
The flow-diagram presented in Figure 3 describes the different steps of the proposed MSFLA-Gabor model. We describe the MSFLA prototype as following:
In our trials, we construct five memplexes involving eight frogs in each one. For every virtual frog, we accord a Gabor representation resulting from the convolution of the quest image and the Gabor filter marked by a certain orientation and frequency. Then, we measure our convergence criterion by obtaining most significant facial features as rapid as possible.
Second, we evaluate the performance of each memplex using the fitness value obtained. Based on this value, we sort the memplexes in a descendent order. Hence, we accord the best feature accuracy value Ω B to the memplex with the highest feature saliency. Also, we accord the worst feature accuracy value Ω W to the memplex with the lowest feature saliency. As reported by the MSFLA model, the evolution of the memplex position P i during the deep quest is given by:
where r is a random value taken arbitrary within 0 and 1. The up-dating stage aims to achieve position transformation to enhance the new fitness value Ω NW of the worst virtual population as:
This novel fitness number Ω NW is rated by comparing it to the old worst value Ω W . In the case of a potential improvement, Ω W has to be put back and replaced by Ω W . In the other case, we generate a new random Ω W and repeat the updating step until we reach a better value. The current memplex update step is repeated until a given number of times is attained. The next stage is the shuffling task, it is realised by gathering the entire group of memplexes and classifying them just in a descendant system. Then, the global population is redistributed and re-evaluated repeatedly according to the described evolution strategy. These memetic steps are stopped just after the satisfaction of the closing criteria.
The described memetic model permits to reach optimal feature detection through the help of evolutionary calculations. As interpreted in the last section, only the best facial Gabor graphs are picked and kept by the leaping virtual memplexes.
In our face recognition application, we execute the MSFLA-Gabor prototype in the interest of feature extraction and classification.
When the optimal memetic solution is reached, we obtain the optimal Gabor representations of the probe image. By reshaping our selected Gabor representations to one dimensional vectors, we construct feature vectors containing the highly discriminating data required for feature classification using the SVM framework.
SVM classification using MSFLA-Gabor optimisation
Certainly, SVM is an outstanding technique in pattern recognition for its consistent advantages (Vapnik, 1995; Vapnik and Kotz, 2006) . The main purpose from applying this machine learning prototype is to design an optimal hyperplane that permits to achieve data separation. Building this hyperplane requires the maximisation of the margin that separates it from each class. Consequently, the wider we construct the maximummargin, the greater we attain data classification. In practice, it is not manageable to classify most of 2D data linearly. For this reason, this issue is handled by introducing non-linear classification. Thus, 2D data cloud is transformed to an upgraded feature space with higher dimensions and divided along restrictive classes. Here, we define a set of points as following:
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where X (k) is the input data cloud to be classified and Y (k) is the label of each class. Building SVM classifier necessitates the use of K(X (k) , X) the kernel function that permits to construct the optimal hyperplane as:
The main contribution of kernel functions in SVM applications is to find a bridge carrying data from non-linearity to linearity. Using positive, symmetric and definite kernel functions insures the uniqueness of the solution and the convexity of the optimisation. Accordingly, choosing and modeling the appropriate kernel is extremely related to the application and its proprieties. Varied kernel functions are available such as polynomial, exponential, Laplacian, sigmoid and RBF kernels. In our adopted system, the images are classified using SVM system based on the facial features selected by the MSFLA-Gabor graph optimisation. As a matter of fact, these optimised Gabor graphs are the most conclusive and decisive representations with the highest salient features. We delivered the resulting feature vectors to the SVM classifier and choose the one against all strategy which cooperates well with face recognition algorithms.
We design our predefined MSFLA-Gabor-SVM fitness function essential for the memetic evaluation process as following:
where we define the recognition rate (RR) as a measure of facial accuracy, N SV is the number of support vectors lying in the two sides of the maximum margin hyperplane and T is the execution time. When this stopping criterion is reached, only the memplex with the highest fitness function is used to identify the best Gabor representation from the 2D images. Consequently, the classification results rise when the number of support vectors is increased through MSFLA optimisation. Although memetic MSFLA is combined here to SVM classifier, it is a general prototype that may be generalised to other face classifiers. The most important issue that influences the identification result is the adequate choice of the fitness function that aims to evaluate the population and the stopping criterion defining the convexity of the problem.
Experiments
In this section, we examine the robustness of our proposed MSFLA-Gabor optimisation algorithm. We implemented our program on MATLAB 2015 environment in a computer platform characterised by a 2.7 Ghz CPU and a 8G RAM. Basically, our approach is invented in order to optimise face recognition by decreasing the computational complexity of feature extraction, selection and classification. Essentially, every time we test a probe image, our adopted MSFLA-Gabor algorithm produces the best Gabor representations in the shortest delays comparing to the classic methods based on Gabor filter extraction. To validate the efficiency of our system, we compared our experimental results with other publicised results implemented on public databases.
Recently, researchers have been exposed to many difficulties dealing with face databases because some of these databases are either restricted to a limit use or suffer from environmental defects such as high noise exposal during the scanning process.
In our test protocol, we choose to select four public databases widely employed in face recognition. AR, YALE, ORL and FERET databases are rich of face expressions, various lightening conditions, occlusions and head poses. For each database, we formed a training set and a test set. For each subject, we selected a singular neutral face in order to constitute the gallery test. All the remaining images form the test set.
We performed our algorithm on a collection of images from the AR database. This common database contains over 4,000 female and male images of 126 subjects under a multiplicity of expressions, illuminations and occlusions. It is captured during two sessions.
In our experiment, we selected 30 female subjects and 30 male subjects. We used ten images for each subject to construct a dataset containing 600 subjects. The gallery set is established by choosing 60 images, one neutral image for each subject. The remaining 540 samples are grouped to form the test set. Figure 4 plots some examples from the AR database. From the YALE database that consists of 165 samples of 15 subjects, we construct a test set containing 150 images. Each individual is represented by ten samples. These test images are portrayed by various light angles such as center-light, right-light and left-light. The YALE training set is constructed using the remaining15 images. Each individual is represented by one center-light image. Figure 5 illustrates some samples from the YALE collection. Also, we exploited the 400 images of the 40 subjects from the ORL database which is very adopted in the field of face authentication. Each ORL subject is captured in an environment of varied illuminations and poses to get about ten different scans. This database presents many facial expressions such as smiling, anger and sadness. For each subject, we reserved nine images to form a test set containing 360 samples. The 40 remaining images (one per subject) are gathered to constitute the gallery set. As plotted in Figure 6 , we present some images from the ORL database.
Additionally, we exploited the FERET database which is a very huge face gallery. For the test set, we choose 700 samples of 100 subjects scanned under different conditions. We insured that every subject is represented by seven images containing numerous expressive images like smiling, anger and laughter under multiple illuminations. The training set contains 100 images selecting one regular expression for each subject. In totality, we selected a collection of 800 images. In Figure 7 , we present different samples from the FERET dataset. In our experiment, we cropped and resized all the samples of the AR, YALE, ORL and FERET databases to 40 × 40 pixels with respect to the eyes position. The resulting images are converted to grey scale before applying the Gabor filters.
We adopted the recognition rate (RR) as a measure of facial accuracy. The RR is defined as following:
Number of recognized faces RR Number of probe images =
To emphasise the solidness of our algorithm, we compared the results from the appliance of the common Gabor filters (the classic 40 masks) with those achieved by performing our MSFLA-Gabor representations. (Figure 8 and Figure 9 show an example of returned Gabor representations).
We conducted our experiment using linear kernel and polynomial kernel functions defined respectively by:
where n = 3 is the polynomial order. X p and X q are samples of data clouds. The optimal MSFLA framework is settled after having attempted fifteen trials. In each attempt, we defined the number of virtual memplexes, the number of frogs in every sub-population and the number of iterations. The optimal MSFLA parameters are determined by evaluating the execution time and the RR obtained after each attempt (Table 1 ). This stage is required to find the optimal parameterisation for the best MSFLA behaviour. For this, the ultimate parameters designed to get an advantageous MSFLA prototype are those defined in Table 2 .
To summarise the totality of results realised on AR, ORL, Yale B, and FERET databases, we assembled the accuracy rates, the number of support vectors and the computational delays in Table 3 . The databases are trained under the highest MSFLA parametrisation using the optimal memetic framework in pursuance of supreme rates (as reported in Table 2 ). The experimental outcomes reveal lower ratios in time consumption which is considered as a crucial performance criterion in the face recognition domain. Another critical parameter covered by our method is the amelioration of the number of support vectors N SV . The remarkable rise in N SV using the MSFLA optimisation justifies the highest RR obtained because it contributes to the maximisation of the hyperplane margin through the selection of the best Gabor features. Linear kernel SVM is considered as the most gainful kernel function in our application since the high rates obtained comparing to polynomial kernel function. Convincingly, empirical results demonstrate that our novel MSFLA-Gabor-SVM approach performs the highest rates compared to the classic Gabor-SVM technique.
In our experiment, the dimension of the MSFLA-Gabor feature vector settled for the classification step is 1,600. This feature vector size was established after performing several trials on FERET dataset using Gabor + SVM, MSFLA + Gabor + SVM and MSFLA + Gabor + PCA algorithms as plotted in Figure 10 . Clearly, experimental results showed that this feature vector dimension permits to reach the best recognition rates. Also, it is notable that executing MSFLA-Gabor optimisation on the SVM framework produces higher accuracy rates than applying it on PCA algorithm. This fact validates our choice of SVM as a robust and powerful classifier in this face recognition application. For further experimental validation, we compared our novel face identification system with other methods to reinforce its efficiency and solidness. Table 3 delivers the recognition rates exhibited by particular researchers working on the Gabor wavelet theory. Considering the experimental rates exposed by the previous methods such as Gabor + PCA + LDA, ASM + Gabor jets and Gabor + GDA achieved on FERET dataset in addition to those given by Gabor + Modular PCA and Gabor + Modular PCA attained on AR, ORL and Yale datasets (Table 3) , we conclude that our empirical rates reveal much more effectiveness and supremacy. Unlike these previous methods, we have demonstrated that optimising the Gabor wavelets bank itself by performing the memetic behavior of MSFLA algorithm treasures exceptionally the SVM classifier performance and provides the best feature vector combinations in the training and testing stages. The interesting results carried out from all the datasets investigated communicate the maximal recognition rates which challenges us to explore this prototype on other patter recognition applications. Table 3 Comparison on RR, number of support vectors and execution time for each adopted database using our two algorithms: Gabor-SVM and MSFLA-Gabor-SVM 
Conclusions
Our optimised MSFLA-Gabor-SVM experiment performed on the AR, YALE, ORL and FERET databases has demonstrated the high capability of our novel approach to resolve computational costs and achieve high recognition rates. By investigating the impact of combining memetic behavior through MSFLA implantation and the solid Gabor filter based framework, we revealed that optimising this classical feature extractor not only decreases the computational complexity but also permits to provide solutions for finding the optimal maximum margin hyperplane. The method explored the strong commitment of virtual memplexes in finding the optimal fitness values to boost SVM classification.
The experimental results reported a RR about 99.25 % on AR dataset, 99.42% on FERET images, 98.88% on ORL benchmark and 98.66% on YALE database. These promising rates challenge us to suggest the appliance of our adopted prototype on other pattern recognition purposes.
